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Super-Accurate Cave Mapping

lATITUOf AND OfPARTUR[ M[THOO
By Carl E. Kunath
PREFACE,
Cave mapping is an important facet of
speleology and most cavers will at some time be
a member of a mapping team. However, all too
often only minimal instruction is given beforehand and thus much of the significance of certain procedures is lost on the novice. To compound the problem, the finished map is generally not circulated or published until much later
if at all. Therefore, many of the team members
are not aware of the ultimate result of their
efforts.
No compensation may be made for past
errors, and out mapping teams improve only
gradually if at all. The end result is a severe shortage of really qualified cave mappers
in T.S.A. and other Regions as well.
'T o have a really good mapping team, every
man on the team should be able to do any job on
the team and should have personally plotted
several cave maps.
This obviously borders on
the ludicrous since in all of T.S.A. there are
fewer than a dozen people who meet these qualifications.
The idea of a cave map is to create as accurate a picture of the cave as is possible in
two dimensions. Accuracy is the key word here.
The degree of accuracy required is largely an
arbitrary matter which depends on many factors.
For example, a pace and $2.00 compass survey
would certainly be plenty accurate for a shelter or series of shelters such as the "Painted
Caves" near Del Rio.
This tYPe of survey is
also appropriate for many of Texas' "never-tobe-returned-to" type caves of which there are
several hundred.
Factors governing the choice
of this tYPe of survey might be: Little or no
vertical relief; lack of extensive side passages; relatively short in overall length, or
the production of a map intended only for identification purposes.
For a great many Texas
caves, a tape and $2.00 compass survey is entirely satisfactory.
Rere again, the caves
should be fairly simple uni-level caves of less
than 1,000 feet in length. For a major cave
system such as Powell's Cave, River Styx Cave,
Indian Creek Cave, or any of a dozen others,
more accuracy is required.
The next step upward in accuracy is a tripod-mounted compass of
some tYPe and an accurate tape.l The Brunton
Pocket Transit is ideal for several reasons:
size, adaptability to a tripod, provision for
measuring vertical angles, ability to be used
without a tripod ;should the need arise, provision for setting in the magnetic declination,

accuracy; etc.
The Brunton can easily be read
to ! ~ and is by far the most widely employed
cave-surveying instrument in the U.S. By using
the "shadow method"2, quick and accurate sightings may be made even by a novice with oti.y
minimal instruction.
The new induction-damped
Bruntons are even easier to use accurately. The
Brunton Pocket Transit and fiberglass tape offer by far the best compromise with speed, accuracy, cost, simplicity and portability yet to
arrive on the speleological scene.
A further step upward in accuracy would be
the use of a transit to measure the angles between stations.
This
dispenses
with
the
troublesome compass needle (except for determining the initial line of reference), and eliminates any possible error due to ~eflection
of the needle by nearby ferrous objects (the
steel tape, steel hard hats, the pocket knife
in your shirt pocket, etc.) or stray magnetic
fields( a very real problem in commercial caves
which have wires running all over the place,
and in some shallow caves which happen to lie
beneath the power lines.)
The next step up from the transit is the
Theodolite. The Theodolite is basically an extremely accurate transit with an optical "Readout". Starting price for one of these is about
$1,500.00! Hardly what most of us would care

1 You will note that I skip over the speleodial and other assorted devices of that
tYPe. While many of them are fast, they
are generally hand-held and therefore subject to much greater error than a tripodmounted instrument. Given a chance, one
good compass will "seek North" about as
well as the next one. They may differ
however in the ease and accuracy with
which the azimuth may be found. You must
have a tripod-mounted i n s t rument ~
achieve anything like the accuracy your
instrument is capable of delivering.
2 See "The Shadow Method For Cave Surveys"
by pete Lindsley. NSS NEWS Vol. 24, No.
8, August 1966, pp l91-193· See
also
Lindsley, pete, "The Shadow Method
For
More Accurate Brunton Cave Surveys", The
~Caver, Vol. 9, No. lO,October 19b4,"
PP 137-139·
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to drag into a cave.
While transits and Theodolites are accurate, they have certain inherent disadvantages.
Both use sighting telescopes to determine the
angles, and as a result are hard to use in poor
lighting conditions (like a cave!) They are
not quite so durable as the good old Brunton,
and of course there is the cost.
To my knowledge, the transit has been used
to survey only four Texas caves: Caverns of Sonora, Natural Bridge Caverns, Indian Creek Cave,
and Longhorn Caverns.
In three of the four
cases, there was a definite reason why a survey
of such high accuracy was needed: The construction of artificial entrances and the drilling
of well holes. The only use of a 1'heodolite in
caves, so far as I am aware, is the work being
done by Thomas Rhorer in the caves of Central
California and Carlsbad Caverns and a recent
survey of T~ Gruta del palrnito (B u s t amente,
Nuevo Leon, Mexico) by members of the Association for r4exican Cave Studies .3
What's The Point?
WE ARE LOSING

ACCURACY

WHEN PLOTTING OUR

MAP8.

After you are out of the cave with a book
full of map notes, the real work begins. From
now on, except for the art work, the problem of
the cave map is one of pure mathernatics(keep in
mind, however, that without the accurate location of the cave wall in relation to the survey
lines 1 the map loses much of it's value). Basically, you have recorded the positions of a
number of points (stations) in space and must
now transform the location of these points into
two dimensions so that the points may be located on a piece of paper.
At this point, every
attempt should be made to preserve all the
accuracy inherent in the survey data. Careless
or sub-standard work at this point can easily
reduce the accuracy of a survey by several orders of magnitude.
Basically, there are three methods of
plottine;: (l) A "T" Square and protractor are
employed for the azimuths and a ruler and/or
d ividers are used to the distances. The ace uracy of this method is complimentary to that
of a survey made with a tape and :j;2 .00 compass.
(2) A drafting machine of good quality. This
will allow plotting of the angles accurate to
better than!~' and at the same time may be
equipped with scales with are ap~ropriate to
t he scale of the map so that ! 2 foot may be
maintained on t he distances. (3) Latitude and
Departure 1-lethod. This is the reason this article was written.4

3 If you are a real nut on this accuracy
thing and want some heavy reading, try:
Schwinge 1 Feinz T. "The Accuracy of Cave
Survey", Bulletin of the N.S .S., Vol. 24
Part I, January 1962", pp 4(5':Ji7.
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Latitude and Departure is by far the most
accurate method of plotting a cave map. To understand this, first think for a moment about
the possible sources of error when plotting
maps by the more conventional means (l) and (2)
Assume for example that you have mapped "Kunath
Cave", a lava tube some 3,000 feet lone;. Assume further that 30 sights of 100 feet each
were employed and that the cave was level (not
likely you say? Perhaps not, but the principles are valid). Assume still further that the
survey was made with a tripod~ounted Brunton
compass and steel tape.
Back sights were made
at each station and the results carefully averaged.
Here is the raw data for a map of high
accuracy.
' lowever, the map will be plotted
with a "T" Square and protractor ( HORRORS!). Of
the countless pitfalls in plotting maps, let us
assume only one very simple error--namely that
the azimuths are misdirected by only ! degree
each time (good accuracy for a protractor!),
but are off in the same direction every time.
This could be-expla~ in a number of ways ,
but 25-cent protractors are not exactly precision drafting instruments.
Now, for the
first sight your ~-degree error in plotting the
azimuth results in a station ~lacement error of
about .872 feet (see diagram #1).
Now you shift t he "T" Square and protractor to t he next station and repeat the process
(and the error!), and this continues for the
full 30 stations. Assuming that you are accurate in every other respect (Ha), you end u p
with the last station misplaced a distance of
26.16 feet (30 x .872) from where your notes
say it is (not necessarily where it actually
is). Percentagewise, the error is only 0.87~
which is admirable indeed.
However, that is
small consolation when the rancher's well hole
misses t he mark by 26.16 feet. Now the chances are that you survey was plenty accurate ,
you were just sabotae;ed by a faulty plotting
method. The same data could be plotted using
Latitude and Departure and the error eliminated.
Of course a careful re-plot with a precision
protractor mi ght eliminate the error, but are
you sure? The best accuracy check is a closure,
but thrB is not always possible without running
a second survey line through the same passage
and w•,en is t he last time you did that?
Have I made my point?
In many cases, our
plotting methods are not consistent with the
accuracy of our surveying methods. How close
can you read a Brunton? plus or minus one half
degree? That is about all the accuracy you can
expect from a good drafting machine. Then if
you allow for the width of the pencil lines,
the size of a "point", parallax when
setting
the angles into the machine, etc., it becomes
obvious that accuracy is lost when plotting an
accurate Brunton survey with a good drafting
machine.
In the final analysis, the plus or
minus one half degree survey probably comes out
more like plus or minus one degree. Good enough you say? Yes, I agree.
It's good enough
for almost all the cave work.
It is that al-
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And by the
most that I am concerned with.
way, how many caves have not been mapped because a Brunton was not available? Many times
a simple compass would have done as well. How
many times has a Brunton been carefully read to
a plus or minus one half degree when the cave
was only 100 feet long?
Make no mistake, I am
a staunch supporter of accurate mapping, but
only~ it's warranted.
Enough of the preliminaries then, and let us get on with the explanation of our "super accurate"
plotting
method for use in that one case in 500 when
it's really needed.
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which you used in Algebra I.
Also remember
that in the ordered pair (X, Y), "X" is always
mentioned ~·
In this way, each mapping
station is assigned a pair of numbers such that
it becomes unique among all other points in our
system.
Table #1 shows an example of data f~om
which a cave map may be plotted by the Latitude
and Departure method.
Those columns
marked
asterisk contain "raw" Brunton data just as it
emerged from the cave.
All other columns were
derived mathematically.
The numbers indicate
the order in which they were calculated.
The

DIAGRAM #I

X
Point Of Origin-

1
-----

-Plotting Error= 2[100 SIN 15] = .872

X

Total Angular Error = 30'
(greatly exaggerated)

The Facts.

azimuth is to the nearest one-half degree as is
the verticle angle.
The measured distance and
When using Latitude and Departure, the end- corrected horizontal distance are to the nearpoints of a three-dimensional vector (Your staest foot. (See Table #1, bottom of page)
tion to station survey line) are converted to
Those who are mathematically inclined may
an "ordered pair" of numbers (D 1 and 11 ) which
wish to skip the following section, but begin~
may then be located on the
Cartesian
Plane
ners would do well to study it carefully. Since
(graph paper).
To simplify things, remember
this is not the place for a math text book, I
that "D" and "L" are the smae as "X" and "Y"
must assume some reader-exposure to Geometry,

I TABLE

Station
From: To
I

#ll

•
Azimuth Measured Verticai Correctel Verticaii..Z. Cumulativi" Departure
Distance

Anale

Distance

Increment

~

Vertical

8.5

t

34·6

I

12

45

50

t 10

49

t 8.5

2

I
r

3

90

75

-I 2

73

-15.2

-

6.7

t

73.0

3 14

135

100

t

8

99

t 13.8

t

7. 1

t

70.0

5

180

50

48

-12.4

-

5.3

o.o

I 6

270

60

60

-

310

50

-

-10.5

6 17

- 15
- 5
- 8

7.0

- 17.5

-

7 I 8

360

40

0

40

0.0

- 17.5

278

82

t I2

80

tl7.5

4
5

I
I

I

I

50

5.2

I

8 , I

t

o.o -

1§.

Latitude

Cumulativ~ Cumulativell
D~arture

Latitude

34.6

t

34.6

0.0

t 107.6

t

34.6

-

70.0

t 177.6

-

35.4

-

48·0

t 177·6

-

83.4

o.o

t II 7.6

-

83.4

-

51.3

t

60 .0

34.6

t

38.3

t

32.1

t

79.3

o.o

t

40.0

t

79.3

79.3

t

11·3

o.o

I 1.3

o.o
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Trigonometry and Algebra.
Here are the steps necessary
columns number 1-7.

to complete

component and the
diagram #'3 below.

Departure

component.

See

DIAGRAM #3

Colmnns 1 & 2.
See diagram

'/'2

1

o·

below.

Latitude

DIAGRAM # 2

_Departure - 1 r
Component
/

(O,L 1) - - - - - - - - - - - The Azimuth

1

(DI'LI)

2-

1

I
I

I
:

Latitude
Component

I

VERTICAL

INCREMENT

2

270·.-~~------------~~~~lim~---so·

I

""' (o,o)

)
(opo)

IS0°

Measured Distance(COS $J=-Carrected Distance
Measured Distance (SIN ~)::. Vertic a I Increment

If the distance between any two stations
was not measured with the tape in a horizontal
position, then the distance will have to be corrected before a true horizontal projection
(plan view) of the cave may be plotted. Remember that for all right (90°) triangles: COS ¢ =
Side adjacent/Hypotenuse.
•rhen, if we substitute our names for the sides, we find that: COS
¢ = Corrected Horizontal Distance/Measured Distance. Then by transposition: Measured
Distance (COS ¢) =Corrected Horizontal Distance.
By similar methods we find that: Measured Distance (SIN ¢) = Vertical Increment.
I recommend a good slide rule for these
and all other calculations, especially one that
will give Sines and Cosines for angles
less
than 6° or so.
Even a :ja. oo slide rule gives
enough accuracy for most calculations and saves
much time.
Column 3.
The cumulative vertical column reflects
the a l gebraic sum of all the vertical increments up to and including the station under consideration.
This enables one to tell at a
glance the elevation of any station relative to
the starting point and greatly simplifies the
plotting of profile maps.
It is also useful
for determining vertical closure errors.
Colmnns

Again utilizing trigonomentry, we find that:
Latitude component · · corrected distance (COS 9),
and that Departure component • Corrected dis tance (SIN e).
From diagram #3, we see that if station #1
is considered to be at the point which has the
Departure and Latitude coordinates (o,o)5 that
station Jf2 will have the coordinates (D 1 L1 ). To
plot from station #2 to station #3, assume that
station #2 now has the coordinates (o, o) and
repeat the process. Then, to find the TRUE coordinates of station #3 , add the calculated coordinates of station #3 to the coordinates previously calculated for station #2. This, of
course, is algebraic addition.
To continue,
assume that station #3 is at (o,o) and repeat
the entire process for as many stations as desired.
The Departure and Latitude componen~s will
be either positive· or negative depending upon
the size of the azimuth angle.
Consult Table
#2 (across page) to find the sign of the Departure and Latitude components for any angle 0 360°. In case you're interested, the vector or
(corrected distance) is always considered to be
positive.
Colmnns 5 & 7.
These are the cumulative columns, and it's
frcm this datg that the plan view map is actuSee Diagram #4 below for a plot
ally plotted .
of the data in Table /fl.

4 & 6.
5 Some

The azimuth and corrected horizontal distance a re considered to comprise a vector (dirrected line segment of known length) which may
be resolved into two components: the Latitude

people will assign the starting
point a large number such as (1,000,
1,000). This avoids possible confusion
resulting from the use of negative numbers.
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I TABLE

Here's a big plus.
Should you make a
plotting error, the error will be for that one
station only since each station is locatedOn
the paper without using the previous stations
for reference.
With methods (1) and (2) which
were discussed previously, any plotting error
will have a cumulative effect on any other stations which use that station for reference.

I

w-2

SIGNS
Departure Latitude

ANGLE

Page 113

0- 90

+

+

90- 180

+

-

180-270

-

-

So What' B New?

270-360

-

+

If you have worked out any of the results
in Table #1, you no doubt noticed that the cal-

'r he cumulative Latitude and cumulative Departure data are found in much the same way as
the cumulative vertical column.
That is, the
successive Latitude and Departure values are
added algebraically.
You will note that the
data from Table #1 when plotted as seen in Diagram #4 forms a complete loop, and that the
survey ends up exactly where it started, namely at the point whose coordinates are (o,o).
The best method of working is to completely fill out Table #1 before starting to plot.
At this time, an appropriate scale may be chosen, and the cave placed on the paper in the mcst
favorable position . This is easy since you already filled out Table #1 and know the exact
position of ~station.

6 Use

a good grade of drafting
material!
You want something which is dimensionally
stable. Mylar is the best there is, but
harder to work with than regular paper.
Next comes the various tyPes of drafting
"linen", and they are something of a compromise between Mylar and regular paper.
One of the best papers is the "no print"
grid offered by K&E and others. This is
available in either 1/8" or 1/10" grid,
and the grid l i nes will now show on blueline copies.
Of course there are many
other papers with visible grid lines if
you want them to appear on the copies.
The point is, use the best stuff you can
find.

DIAGRAM # 4
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culations, while simple, are quite tedious and
error-prone.
It should come as no surprise
then to learn that several cavers are using
computers to complete Table #1, and in some
cases, to plot the line map of the cave. provided the machinery is available and the operator has the ability to call for the desired
information, almost anything can be done. A
few of the many possibilities are: A list of
all the stations with any conceiveable characteristic in common; a profile of the cave along
any given path; the distance between any two
given stations either along a straight line or
by the most devious route; etc., etc.
I have had the opportunity to inspect several computer programs ranging from simple to
sophisticated, and while all are beyond me, its
plain to see that progress is indeed being made.
It's not hard to imagine a future "Cave MapComputer Center" where cavers could send their
data and receive a neat computerized line map
of the cave by return mail.
The caver then
fills in the walls and does the lettering to
complete the job.
Another possibility of computerized mapping is the correction of minor errors by the
use of the "Transit Rule" or variations thereon.
This does not correct gross errors, but d o e s
apply a probable correction based on the ~
sumed accuracy 9f the instrument and the mathematical "weights" of the various data.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR-De a.r George:
Below are listed some corrections to some
of my articles printed in THE TEXA~ CAVER.
Vol. 9, No. l, Januar~ 1964 Page 3, TrageQy At Roundtree Cave. "Back in 1830 ••. " should
read "Back in 1880 •.• " "On May 27, 1830 •.• "
should read "On May 27, 1880 ..• "
Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1964 Page 145, Confeder<Jte Cavers.
" .•• 'Each was about three
feet long and grooved at the end to fir four
corn ers.' •.. " should read " ..• 'Each was aoout
t hree feet long and grooved at t he end to fit
f or co rners.' •.• 11
This error has R.l so been reprinted in the
S?ELEO UIGEST 1964 page 2-76, and more recently in THE CAV~ OF HElJlNA COUNTY page 31.
Vol. 10, No . 2, February 1965 Page 29 How
Deadman 's Cave Got Its Name, "In April 1951
Jim L. Ri,f'gs and ..• " s hould re ad "In April 1951
John L. Riggs and .•• "
I wi sh to thank Mr . Burton Faust And Carrol , Sle ~ ake r for
bringing two of these errors
to my attent ion.
-- Tom Meador, His tori an,
Texas Speleo. Survey
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The computerized mapping of Dry Cave, Eddy
County, New Mexico, with a tripod-mounted Brunton compass and tape complete with error
correction is currently under way by John Corcoran
and Robert Babb, both of Albuquerque, New Mexico. This is an excellent "test" cave since it
is a very extensive, multi-level, maze cave •
The results should prove both valuable and interesting.7
Recently, a symposium on the use of computers in cave mapping was held at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.
The proceedings are not yet known
to me, but a plainer "sign of the times" could
scarcely be found.
I wish to acknowledge the valuable assistance given by John Corcoran III, Dwight E.
Deal, and Pete Lindsley in the preparation of
this material.

7 In a recent letter, John Corcoran said
that it was already obvious that vertical accuracy was much less than horizontal accuracy. This does not normally
show up since most cavers never plot a
view, let alone calculate the vertical
closure for a loop.

r'ather to caver son: "What kind of in crowd do
you travel with--in doubt,
in debt, or i n
+.rouble?
"Women's skirts are like taxes: Everyone says
they can't go any higher, but they do."

T.S.A. PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT:
"There We Was" cartoon book---------------50¢pp
"Ye Olde His to ry"-------------------------50¢pp
"A Guide to The Caves of Texas" by James
R. Reddell (NSS members only)---------80¢pp
"Deep Cave, Texas"------------------------50¢pp
Plus:
"Your Cave •• :And You" brochures-----------1¢ ea
(orders of 25 or mre)
The Texas Caver (extra copies) ------------25¢pp
--- ----- -----The Texas Caver
~0. Box 143
Abilene, Texas 79604

~'~

NOTE: Negotiati ons are underway for a contract
i n getti ng decals of the new emblem of the Texas Speleo l ogical Association. News on this in a
later C11ver.

TAKE NOTHING BUT PICTUHE:::> , LMVE NUTHING BUT
FOOTPHINTS.

AOOWT,

1967
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PROJECT fN KfHELE COLINTY AREA

The preliminary work for the 1967 Texas
Speleological Association Project is well underway. This project, a survey of the caves of
Kimble County, will be held the Labor Day weekend, the 2 - 4 of September.
To date, 37 ranchers have ·beeD contacted
and some 25 leads have been
located on 11
ranches.
It is expected that some 40 leads
will be uncovered by project time. Some of the
leads appear to be quite promising,while others
need checking only to complete the record. It
is hoped that by the end of the project there

for a collecting and mapping group to return.
(This is to prevent the rancher from feeling
that his ranch is being overrun with strangers.
But if a larger group returns to his ranch, he
will realize it is because his cave has been
found worthy of further study.)
All cavers should remember that they do.
not have an inherent right to visit a cave,
the cave belongs to the rancher and the caver
is there only with the rancher's invitation.
Please do not try to impress the rancher, just
let him know that you appreciate being able to
visit his cave.
In order that mapping can begin as soon as
possible, mapping crews will have preference on
promising leads. (This is not meant to exclude
anyone, as anyone willing to work can organize
a mapping crew) •
When a group returns to the
headquarters, its members will be expected to
make an oral report to Dick Smith of the TSS.
Dick will be equipped with a tape recorder for
this purpose. Each group will also be expected
to file a sketch map and a location map. (These
are especially important, even for the small
caves, as it will be a long time before the
rancher will want to take someone miles i n to
his back pasture to show them a cave that the
cavers said was small and of no interest •
Please make an accurate sketch and location map
so .that this information will not be lost.
It should be possible to make about 75
visits to ranches during the project and this
represents several years of normal caving in
the area.
To insure that some areas are not
neglected, prompt and accurate .reporting of
each trip is essential as well as the thorough
checking of each cave and ranch. With the
cooperation of all cavers, this project
can
reach a new high in both fellowship and accomplishment.
HOW TO REACH THE PROJECT

Kimble County raDcher shows c&Yer Wolfgang
Lebhbardt a cave entrance during a Balcones
scouting trip.
will be a complete file on the caves of Kimble
County to be published by the Texas Speleological Survey.
There are expected to be about 100 cavers
concentrated in a small area and for this
reason all Texas cavers are asked to be especially observant of ranch-owner relations. A 1 1
cavers are asked to observe the ·following rules:
Only one car will go to each ranch, at
least on ·the first trip.
If the ranch
has
several caves, the same car should return to
complete the area.
If some of the caves are
large, the original group should ask permission

0
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•
cav1ng in okinawa
by Tom Darling, US Army
Years ago, when I took up caving, little
did I dream that destiny would decree that I
would visit foreign lands.
Fate, along with
some urging from Uncle Sam, saw that I 'ms washed ashore many thousands of miles from my native Texas. After serving my hitch in Vietnam,
where I wallowed in mud for months, where the
mud was a thousand times worse than any I had
ever seen in Texas or Mexico. Getting muddy
while caving in Texas, was by choice, and to
some extent getting muddy while in the rice
paddies, and caves in Viet Nam, was also by
choice, albeit not mine, but my Uncle Sam's.
During quiet moments, my mind and thoughts
drifted back to my home in Texas, and on occasion to caving there.
Little did I think that
aside from crawling into tunnels made, and occupied by the Viet Cong, would I get to actually
get to explore real caves in these
foreign
lands.
So now I find myself in Okinawa. Many of
those who re~ember the war in the Pacific, likewise recall the part Okinawa played, and at
what great sacrifice, and cost in human lives,
it was wrested from the Japanese.
Through the kind assistance of Mr. Jack
Stellmack, Editor of N.S.S. ~, a~d to whom. I
am very grateful, I was able to make contact
with several other Americans who like myself, ·
are afflicted with "Spelunkeritis". This disease does not respect international boundaries,
nor does any Country have immunity from it. So
it also exists here on Okinawa.
To be sure it
is on a more restricted scale, not because of
the absence of caves, but because so far, it is
not widespread.
I had read somewhere, in the past, about
caversn here on Okinawa, but it impressed me
very little, because it was so far away, and I
did not have any idea where it was.
After my arrival here, I soon learned of
some caves in a canyon just across from my barracks. However not having any caving equipment
I had to limit my activities to a preliminary
inspection from the outside. What I saw from
the outside of these, did not impress me very
much. I had written home to my grandfather, Mr.
H. E. Adams, NSS 6398, who sent my gear to me.
Now that I had it, I was ready to go. I had
already made the acquaintance of Douglas Rhodes,
whose name was given to me by Mr. Stellmack. I
was immediately convinced that I had met a good
spelunker, and it did not take long to organize
a group, consisting of the following; Douglas
Rhodes, his wife Jean, Art Rigsby, Ed Arters,
Yoshio Arkaki and myself.
I had already been told that many of the
caves here were very wet, with some having running streams in them, and before long I became

quite aware . of it. My excitement was great
when the day of our adventure arrived. It had
been such a long time since I had smelled the
fumes of a caver's lamp, and I sincerely longed
for it.
So now we were on our way to what turned
out to be quite an exciting experience. It was
a fine group of cavers the way I sized them up,
and I later found that I had not misjudged them.
The natives refer to a cave as "Go", and
the name of the cave we were going to is Unoga.
From our base the drive took about an hour. The
cave is on the side of a mountain, and the entrance is about eight feet high and approximately ten feet wide. There are several levels,
and the lower level has water flowing through
it the entire length. And what a stream it is.
The cave consists of a number of rooms, with
the largest one having a ceiling of about seventy five feet.
We saw no bats, and the only other living
things were black snails, of which I sent several home.
I was surprised to find the cave
very similar to our Texas caverns. The formations are perhaps not quite as colorful a s
those at home, but otherwise very much the same,
Some are as white as snow, and form quite a
contrast with their background of black mud,
My flashlight,
I had already lost. But
for the helping hand of a fellow caver, I might
have been sucked into a siphon.
The others fared little better, and by the
time we had negotiated the worst section, we
were down to two lamps.
If we had warned the
others in time, chances are they would have had
to spend the night there, above highwater level.
So we all got safely out, sans some of
our
equipment.
Fortunately for me, my grandfather
already had a duplicate set of gear enroute,
which arrived in time for a subsequent trip.
He must have had a premonition that something
might happen, or was it that with
his
long
years of spelunking, he simply played it safe?
Gear here is hard to get.
At any rate
our
rough experience did not make us swear off caving, but planned on a future trip on our way
back.
So to the Staff of the ~Caver, and to
my many caving friends back home, my best wishes ••• TOM.

N~~Jl.J
ARTICLES AND STORIES FOR THE CAVER.
ALSO: CARTOONS, DRAWINGS, MAPS, AND
MAINLY ARTICLES ABOur A PARTICULAR
CAVE.
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Probably before the next issue of the Texas Caver is out, our annual Project will have
taken place at Junction, Texas.
·
Everyone agrees that there is a vast limestone area around that "western" town that very
little is known about.
No one knows what an intensive and systematic search of the area will divulge.
This
area is Kimble County, Texas.
The county is in the grip of a terrible
drouth. None of the usual spring rains fell in
that area, to make it one of the driest on record.
We must all take care to do as the rancher
would have us do, help prevent grass fires,
steer clear of livestock watering areas. The
drouth will help us in two ways, however. Sometimes a siphon dries up enough to let the explorers through (as it did at Wild Woman Cave,
Southern Oklahoma.) The rancher will want to
know , of that underground stream, as it would be
extremely valuable to him.
The Board of Governors meeting will be at
9:00A.M. Sunday, Sept. 3rd, 1967 probably at
the project campground at the Allison Ranch.
This is the important meeting
where the
annual officers are elected. Make arrangements
NOW to attend. Hope to see all of you at the
project!

NOTICE OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS

~mETING:

1< regular

meeting of the Board of Governors of the Texas Speleological
Association
will be held at the Allison Ranch campground
near Telegraph, Texas, Sunday, September 3,1967
at 9:00AM.
All grottoes and clubs who are affiliated
with the Texas Speleological
Association are
requested to have two qualified representatives
present at this meeting.
During the meeting the annual election of
TSA officers will be held.

MR. ADVERTISER
HERE IS SPACE FOR YOUR AD.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION - WRITE:
BART CRISMAN, ADVERTISING MGR.
THE TEXAS CAVER
P. 0, BOX 143
ABILENE, TEXAS 79604
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News
Abilene Grotto, N.S.S.
Several members of the Abilene Grotto made
a trip to. River Styx Cave July 22.
It was a
trip on which some twelve people had planned to
go and seven actually made it. Bryant Lilly
and wife Blanche, Jim Estes, Clyde White, Jim
Carpenter, Bart Crisman, and L.C. Malone packed
up their gear and traveled to the Bateman Ranch
early in the day.
At about mid-morning they
reached the small back entrance to the World's
longest mapped gypsum cave. After waddling and
crawling for about 150 feet, they found that an
area bad been silted in to within five inches
of the ceiling. Crisman ·and Estes took another
route and finally got through, but mounds of
sticky gooey mud made the group change their
minds. They decided the river entrance would
be best. (Very heavy rains in early July had
washed an enormous amount of silt into the back
portion of the cave.)
At the river entrance,
lunch was eaten, then the lovely cold water
wading of the string of lakes began. It was a
rip-snorting, hilarious, laughing good time!
A meeting was held at the home of George
Gray August 1. The small attendance got busy
and assembled the July Caver.
Grotto address: Jr;:[6tes, 2818 South 39
Street, Abilene, Texas 79605.

ALAMO, NSS
Honey Creek Water Cave is giving up its
secrets reluctantly. Basically it is a slightly angulated tube (sewer might be a better name)
with water 8 to 20 feet deep and high ceiling ••
Only at one point in ita first part does the
ceiling drop to about 8 inches above the water.
This first part is a quarter of a mile long and
ends at a "dam".
Water cascades down over a 3 foot rim,
Last year some enterprising mecbers broke the
lip of the rim and were able to lower the level
of the water behind the dam. Some narrow passages thru the breakdown which makes up the dam
lead to the second part of the cave.
Two recent assaults on this second part
have uncovered the fact that there is lots more
water cave.
Another quarter of a mile of a low ceiling
tube ~nning in the same direction as the first
part, then at right angles a high ceiling short
stretch (100 yards) which leads to a cluster
(about 4) of large mudrooms, off the main tube.
At this point the tube again right angles and
continues in the same direction as the entrance
part for another quarter mile, most of which
bas low ceilings, (By low ceilings we mean a
distance of 7 to 9 " above the water level.)
Wet suits, flippers, inner tubes,
under-
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Yater lights are a must.
Snorkles and face
masks are useful items.
What lies beyond? Come and join Alamo and
find out!
Grotto address: Robert Hausman, 322 West
Summit Avenue, San Antonio, Texas
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and the report appears elsewhere in the Caver.
Outside of repeated trips
to
Ju~n,
David Meredith and Eugene Haydon found time to
make another trip to the new section of Cobb
Caverns, returning with pictures of some very
phtogenic formations.

The annual Labor Day weekend Project of the Texas Speleological Association will be held on
September 2 thru 4, 1967, in Kimble County, Texas.
The Project, a survey of the caves of
Kimble County, will be headquartered at a campsite on the W. M. Allison Ranch just off Highway
377 Southwest of Junction.
Signs will be posted from the highway showing how to reach t he
campsite. The Ranch is located about 14 miles from Junction and is 1.5 miles from the store
at Telegraph, Texas.
The Project will consist of the checking out and mapping of all knoYn cave leads in Kimble
County and the preliminary work has uncovered some 35-40 of these leads. There are all types
of caves to be checked from small crawlways to deep pits and from goat shelters to stream passages.
The 1SA and the Texas Speleological Survey are cooperating most closely in this Project.

Texas A& I Covers
Saturday morning, 29 July, Lee Cantile,
Jay Wakefield and Gill Edigar left Laredo for
Gruta de Carrizel.
After an hour and a half
wait in line at "Migracion" in Nuevo Laredo
they decided it might be more favorable to hit
the place at a little different
time
in the
future.
They picked up a couple of boys from
Maryland who were hitch-hiking to Mexico City
and offered to haul them as far as Sabinas
Hidalgo. On the way it was discovered that
they were cavers and an invitation was extended
to them to join the threesome.
On the way to Carrizal they checked out a
cave near the road to Villaldama that they'd
made a note of on several other occasions. It
was nothing much more than a small interconnected honeycomb cave with several entrances.
The group had intended to stay longer at
Carrizal and then visit Bustamante Sunday but
Edigar got sick after drinking some water in
the cave and they decided to cut the trip short.
In other club news, we understand by way
of grapevine that Tom Levi has been hitting the
caves in his area (Kileen) nearly every weekend. Kreidler (McAllen), Edigar (Sinton) and
some of the other flatlanders have eXpressed
disfavor over Levi's luck in living in
cave
country while they seldom have a chance to get
doYn under.
We've got a couple more NSS members now
and if Ye get off to as good a start as we hope
this school year, we ought to have enough to
qualify for a Grotto before next summer. Wish
us luck!
Club address. P. 0. Box 2213, Texas A&I Kingsville, Texas 78363.

BALCONES, NS S
After several weekend trips to reconnoiter
Kimble County, Grotto members have compiled a
report on the caves available for the Labor Day
Project. The overall situation is favorable,

Wolfgang Lehnhardt reports finding another
cave on the Beck Ranch and a cave south of
Inner Space, where he tried to dig through,
without luck.
Digging runs in his family, his
brothers Thomas and Andy have been digging in
Gaines' Sink west of Austin, and report that
it looks promising.
Wolfgang and wife Linda
also went to Bracken to photograph the evening
bat flight.
Grotto address: Carol Russell, P. 0, Box
7672 U.T. Station, Austin, Texas 78712.

D-FW, NSS
The week of 2-9 July found Ronnie Fieseler
and Pete Lindsley spending an enjoyable trip
with Tom Meador in the Guadalupes. The majority of the time was spent hiking over the hills
looking for new caves (which were not found).
Two previously known·caves were surveyed and
numerous shelters were checked for possible
entrances, Three days were spent in McKittrick
Canyon, Texas, in the company of Norman and
Jacklyn Robinson, Jack J. Burch and Jim Morriss.
After much paperwork that was necessary to obtain permission to visit McKittrick
Canyon
(which is still under private ownership pending
sale to the U.S. Government for the New~dalupe
National Park) we were disappointed in not finding any caves.
Many shelters were
checked,
some as high as 2,000 feet above the canyon
floor, with the "deepest" shelter going about
60 feet. This area is now closed to the public
due to the pending property sale. Larry and
Lois Register- spent the weekend of the 4th at
the opposite end of the Guadalupes. Dry Cave
Yas visited, of course.
Chuck Larsen made a trip to Alabama and
Anvil Cave , among others, was visited.
Chuck
reports that the mapping in Anvil would have
been much easier than in Powell's Cave since a
walking !
good portion of the passages are
Anvil has more closely-spaced junctions which
gives it an edge on total mapped passage length
(U.S. measure, not European measure!)
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(Dallas-Ft. Worth news, cont.)
On the weekend of 29 July, Dick Moore,
Mike Moody, Sharon Smith and Bill Green made
the rounds of some Comal County area caves.
NBC, Cascade Caverns and a nearby wild cave
were visited by the foursome.
The weekend before, Jack J. Burch, David
Ince, and Pete Lindsley mapped a medium ~ize
South Texas cave and covered some new country.
Grotto Address: Katherine Goodbar, 6621 ·
Sunnyland Lane, Dallas, Texas 75214.

San Antonio Grotto
With all the vacations this summer, July
was again a slow month for caving.
A group led by Wayne Russell and Mike
Dorum returned to Robber Baron Cave.
They
mapped approximately 3,000 feet of it and all
agreed that it was quite a maze. Included in
the group were Richard Ellis and Robert Henry.
We are losing one of our members this
month. Wayne Russell is leaving for Australia.
Sure hope that he doesn't get any Kangaroo
pouches mixed up with the caves down there. We
hope to hear how caving is "Down Under".
August 5th and 6th a group of 12 went up
to the Rocksprings area.
We had a visitor
from the D.C. "Good Guys" Grotto.
She also
brought along the girl abe was staying with.
We visited Dunbar's Cave and Chive.
Our host
Mr. Carruthers, was quite anxious for us to
check out a new lead that he had found on his
property. It looked promising, but
after
dropping about 45 feet into a narrow hole, we
found nothing except 8 million Daddy Long Lege •
We then dubbed it Spider Hole and beat a hasty
retreat. Members of the group were:Jim Norman,
Jim Weldon, Doug Nunnelly, Mike McGafigan, Dee
Snell (D.C. Grotto), JoAnn Lada, Dana Fuller,
pat Ward, Mike Dorum, Robert Henry and Vince
and Mike Druding.
Grotto address: Vince Druding, 8332 Fredericksburg Road, San Antonio, Texas 78212.

Texas Tech
The Texas Tech Speleological Society held
its last meeting of the year on 3 May. At this
meeting we elected officers for the coming year.
The new officers are: President-Jon Vinson,
Vice-President-suzanne Fowler, Sec.-Treas.- Bob
Dunn.
On the night of 5 May the club held an
end-of-the-year party which was well attended.
We are expecting and will be honored to
have the presence of James Reddell next year.
Club address: Box 4348 Tech Station, Lubbock, Texas, 79466.

UTG,NSS
The weekend of 22 July Susie Loving, Rick
Remington and Will Cowan made a trip to Dolan
Springe near Del Rio to correct numbers o n
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pictograph a i tes •
They found three good cutting implements of flint in the pecos River
style and explored the area around Amistad Dam
and, in the words of one member of the party,
"Killed lots of time • "
James Reddell, John Fish and Philip Russell
made a successful collecting trip by Toyota to
Mexico July 6-20.
They covered the area west
of Xilitla in the Bernal-Jalpan area, then went
north to the Oc~ and G6mez
Farias
area •
They found two notably large caves and a pit
470 feet deep, with an entrance 200 feet in
diameter.
July 23rd Orion Knox and James Quinlan
visited the gypsum quarry at Fredericksburg,
took photos in Gypsum Crystal Cave, and found
a new pit, but did not have time to check it.
Danny Evans, Don Erickson and Jim Fraley
went to Gruta de Carrizal, north of Bustamante,
July 29-30 to explore siphon leads. They plan
a return trip August 5-6.
T. R. Evans, lately of Ft. Detrich, Md.,
and the FTA Grotto, accompanied James Reddell,
John Fish and Mills Tandy on an expedition that
left 30 July for a month of collecting i n
Mexico, chiefly Chiapas. And A. Richard Smith
has at last returned from the field.
Grotto address: P. 0. Box 7672, U. T. Station, Austin, Texas 78712.

MEXICAN CAVERS TAKE ROTE ••••• BAD WATER

The last weekend in July, while at Gruta
de Carrizal in Mexico, I drank some water from
in the cave and within about an hour got extremely sick to my stomach and had a terrific
headache. Before long my fingers and toes
started getting numb, and soon this feeling,
or lack of it, spread throughout my arms, legs
and face. My fingers became distorted and I
had trouble pronouncing words properly. Within the next 30 minutes I was back to normal
with no noticeable side effects.
After returning home, I talked to my doctor and we came to a few fairly sound conclusions:
(l) That whatever was in the water was
chemical in nature and not bacteria or other
substance that could be removed or counteracted
with iodine or boiling.
(2) That the chemical was some neurotoxin
that affected only my sensory nerves since my
heart or breathing were not bothered.
(3) That a much larger dose than the
one
that I got (less than 2 oz.) could have
been
fatal.
(4) That the substance could have been but
probably was not carried in by bats.
I drank from the same stream in April with
no bad effects.
Anyone planning a trip down
there should be careful about using the water
for drinking purposes. The water came from the
cooler of the two streams in the cave, not the
warm "swimmin' hole" where the siphon IS:'" I
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(Bat Water - continued)
did not realize it was the water until later
and failed to get a water sample.
-~ill

""'' ...

Ediger

JOIN THE N.S.S.
IT IS WELL WORTH IT. REGULAR
MEMBERSHIP- $7.00; STUDENT OR
ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP - $5.00.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertising rates for general commercial
available from the Advertising Manager.
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use

Classified Ads are for the sole use of members
to sell personal items, locate wanted items or
state personal notes!

First Insertion:
20 words for 50¢; 50 words for $1.00
Each additional word over 50- 1¢.
Succeeding insertions in consecutive months 25% discount,
Telephone number (Area Code, Prefix, etc.
constitutes one word.
Name, address and town constitutes five
words.
Total price (Dollar sign & figures) one word.
TEXAS CAVER
P. 0. Box 143
Abilene, Texas 79604
before the 5th of the month that you want ad to
run.

CAVE WANTED
APPROXIMATELY 60 degrees temp, 200,000 sq.
ft. space, access to entrance by truck,
need not be near highway.
Will buy or
lease. Call or write, John P, Bridges,
OV 4-1341 or 6012 Zangs Drive, San Antonio, Texas.

Send to:

The TEXAS CAVER
P. 0. BOX 143
ABILENE, TEXAS 79604
Return Postage Guaranteed
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Contribute to the CAVER I

